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Abstract

on the basis of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system [12], which does not require the clean speech signal. The
system is trained as regular ASR system; when applied as LE
model, the degradation of phoneme posterior probabilities of a
deep neural net (DNN) are quantified using the mean temporal
distance (MTD) as introduced earlier for of multi-stream ASR
[6, 19]. The model — which is referred to as LEAP (LE prediction from Acoustic Parameters) — was shown to produce
accurate predictions for different signal enhancement strategies
in commercial hearing aids. When analyzing model prediction
for three different databases, it was shown that good model predictions were obtained for HI and NH listeners in different types
of noises and speech enhancement strategies [11]. In contrast to
many classic models of speech perception, this model has the
advantage of being blind with respect to speech signals (since
it is based on speaker-independent ASR). However, accurate
LE predictions were only obtained when training and test noise
were matched. This is a severe limitation of the model when
considering its use as model-in-the-loop, since it requires separate models for each noise type and acoustic scene, which is not
feasible for real-life systems.
This paper addresses this limitation by exploring nonintrusive models that do not require a speech or noise reference
for LE prediction. Similar to previous work [12, 11] we test the
hypothesis that phoneme representations obtained from a DNN
are informative about signal degradation (and therefore listening effort) as quantified by the mean temporal distance. In contrast to previous work, a multi-condition training set is designed
that is based on the Wall Street Journal corpus [4] and is completely independent from the stimuli used in subjective LE experiments. The number of training noise types is systematically
increased while the amount of training data is kept constant to
isolate the effect of different maskers. The resulting ASR systems are used to produce LE predictions that are compared to
subjective listening data from three datasets that cover NH and
HI listeners, stationary and modulated noise types, and various
speech enhancement strategies. Earlier studies reported high
correlation between LE and perceived speech quality (SQ) [10].
Since non-intrusive models of LE prediction are not available,
we use current non-intrusive SQ models, i.e., the ITU-T standard P.563 [13] and the American National Standard ANIQUE+
[14] as baseline models as proposed in [12].
In the following, we describe the structure of the LEAP
model, the training data sets and the subjective listening tests.
Section 4 compares the correlation values of different model implementations to speech quality models as well as a signal-tonoise (SNR) estimator [1] that serves as additional baseline before results are discussed and the paper is summarized.

The effort of listening to spoken language is a highly important
perceptive measure for the design of speech enhancement algorithms and hearing-aid processing. In previous research, we
proposed a model that quantifies the phoneme output probabilities obtained from a deep neural net (DNN), which resulted in
accurate predictions for unseen speech samples. However, high
correlations between subjective ratings and model output were
observed in known noise types, which is an unrealistic assumption in real-life scenarios. This paper explores non-intrusive listening effort prediction in unseen noisy environments. A set of
different noise types are used for training a standard automatic
speech recognition (ASR) system. Model predictions are produced by measuring the mean temporal distances of phoneme
vectors from the DNN. These are compared to subjective ratings of hearing-impaired and normal-hearing listener responses
from three databases that cover a variety of noise types and signal enhancement algorithms. We obtain an average correlation
of 0.88 and outperform three baseline measures in most conditions.
Index Terms: listening effort prediction, automatic speech
recognition, deep neural networks

1. Introduction
Listening effort (LE) is a perceptual measure that is highly relevant for speech perception in the context of speech enhancement
and transmission, both for normal-hearing (NH) and hearingimpaired (HI) listeners [24]. It can be assessed with subjective
listening tests, surveys and with non-acoustic measurements
since it is related to several physiological factors such as heart
rate variability [18], memory performance [25], or pupil diameter [16, 15]. Since these measurements are extensive, computational models for estimating the perceived LE from acoustic
data (and especially speech) are very desirable. However, relatively few studies have so far explored this topic. A rough correlation between LE and the speech transmission index (STI) [8]
was reported in [26, 24]. A high correlation was observed when
analyzing the effect of single-channel noise reduction schemes
on HI listeners between LE and the audio quality model PEMOQ [10]. However, both the STI and PEMO-Q are intrusive (or
double-ended models) and therefore require a clean speech reference signal that is usually not available in real-life scenarios.
Such models are principally not suitable for predicting perception as model-in-the-loop that could for instance be used for
continuous parameter optimization in hearing aids with the aim
of decreasing LE.
Recently, a model for LE prediction was therefore proposed
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2. Methods

The noisy speech files are further processed with three singlemicrophone noise reduction algorithms [3, 5, 22] that are used
in one of the datasets (see below), which introduces noise reduction artifacts in the training data and should provide a higher robustness of the system towards such artifacts. Hence, we obtain
7138 × 3 noises × 4 conditions (3 noise reduction algorithms
+ unprocessed) = 85,656 utterances as training data. The development set for training the DNN is generated the same way as
the training data containing 330 × 3 noises × 4 conditions =
3960 utterances.
To investigate the influence of additional maskers for training data, we systematically increase the number of maskers
from three to all eleven maskers shown in Table 1. We also
investigate if the specific selection of noises has a major impact
on model prediction quality. Some noise types in the listening
datasets (cf. next section) either are similar to speech (ICRA5250 has a modulation frequency of 4 Hz) or contain speech elements (Party noise), and the robustness of the DNN against
background voices could be an important factor. This is explored by compiling two sets that contain three noise types with
background voices such as children laughing on a playground
(Gym, Mall, and Playground) or without any background voice
(ICRA1, Factory 1, and Propeller Plane). The number of training utterances is kept constant for all experiments presented in
this paper to factor out the influence of the amount of data.
When increasing the number of noise types, the number of utterances mixed with each noise type is adjusted accordingly. All
generated files have a sampling rate of 16 kHz.

2.1. Model Description
The model explored in this paper is based on the LEAP model
first proposed in [12] that was shown to predict listening effort
for several speech enhancement algorithms [11]. At its core,
the model as illustrated in Figure 1 is based on an ASR hybrid
system that uses regular mel spectrogram features as input to a
DNN that serves as acoustic model.
The training procedure for the DNN is performed with the
open source training toolkit Kaldi [23] according to the standard
approach as described in [29]. The DNN contains six hidden
layers with each 2048 hidden units. For initialization the net
is trained as a deep belief network [20] as described in [7]. In
the second step, a backpropagation with a learning rate of 0.008
is used initially and halved whenever the improvement is below 0.01. The training stops after 20 epochs or when relative
improvements below 0.0001 are reached. The cross-entropy
cost function is computed for an independent development set.
The output of the DNN consists of 2026 units which represent phoneme posterior probabilities. The context-dependent
triphone activations obtained from the net are decoded by a hidden Markov model (HMM) during training. To predict subjective listening effort, the quality of the DNN output is analyzed,
which is based on the assumption that high-quality phoneme
representations correspond to low LE and vice versa. As quality
(or performance) measure, the mean temporal distance (MTD)
[6] is applied to the phoneme posterior probabilities over time
(the phoneme posteriorgram). It takes into account the average
distance D(p(t), p(t − ∆t)) between phoneme vectors p with
a temporal distance ∆t, with the symmetric Kullback-Leibler
divergence D:
M (∆t) =

T
X
1
D(p(t − ∆t), p(t))
T − ∆t t=∆t

Idx.
Noise
Source
1
Gym
BBC
2
Mall
BBC
3
Playground
BBC
4
ICRA1
DRE01
5
Factory 1
Noisex
6 Propeller Plane
BBC
7
Rain
BBC
8
Factory 2
Noisex
9
Shower
BBC
10 Vacuum Cleaner
BBC
11
SSN
see description

(1)

For degraded acoustic stimuli, the posteriorgram activations are
often smeared over time, hence distant frames are relatively
similar. On the other hand, clean utterances result in clear activations which are rather different on average when they are
more than 200 ms apart (a time scale that was linked to coarticulation in [6]). To obtain a scalar value that can be compared
to LE, we first calculate the mean distance of vectors with a ∆t
range in which coarticulation effects can be neglected, i.e., 350
to 800 ms in steps of 50 ms, and average the resulting values,
which we refer to as MTD in the following.

Table 1: List of noise types and their corresponding source used
for ASR training. BBC Sound Effects Lib. and Noisex database
are described in [28], and the label DRE01 refers to [2].

2.2. ASR Training Data

3. Subjective LE Datasets

The basis training data consists of 7,138 utterances produced
by 83 speakers from the SI-84 Aurora4 data set with a vocabulary size of 5000 words [21]. The size of the set is increased
by a factor of three by mixing each utterance with three different types of noise from a set as shown in Table 1 which are
separated from test noises. The noise signals have a duration
from 22 seconds to 4 minutes. One exception is the stationary speech-shaped noise (SSN) that was created for this study
and exhibits the same long-term spectrum as the Aurora4 subset 020 16k and a duration of 60 minutes. The number of noise
types as well as the following experimental parameters were
chosen since they resemble the design decisions for Dataset 3
in our earlier study [11], which should provide comparable results. For each utterance, the starting sample of the noise type
as well as the SNR between -3 and 22 dB are randomly chosen.

Below the datasets used for subjective ratings of LE are presented, which are identical to the databases used for the LEAP
model based on matched noise for training and testing [11]. All
LE experiments were performed with the Oldenburg Sentence
test (OLSA) [30], which contains German matrix sentences produced by a male speaker in fixed grammatical structure which
are syntactically correct but semantically not predictable. The
listeners who participated in the experiments were native German speakers. Subjects rated their perceived LE on a 13-step
graphical rating scale that range from extremly effortful to effortless. By averaging these ratings across subjects, Listening
Effort Mean Opinion Scores (LE-MOS) [27] were obtained.
Dataset 1: Hearing aids with and without noise reduction
OLSA sentences were mixed with two noises: A stationary
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Subjects

ITU-T
p.563

HI

3B
0.601

5
0.610

7
0.603

9
0.634

11
0.551

SNR est.

Airplane

3A
0.665

ANIQUE+

AVG

Noise
DS3

DS2

DS1

Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed listening effort model. Decoding with the HMM is performed only during training the model, but
not required for obtaining model predictions.

0.642

0.703

0.866

OLNOISE

HI

0.925

0.898

0.926

0.914

0.901

0.905

0.568

0.717

0.734

OLNOISE

NH

0.993

0.993

0.993

0.993

0.992

0.991

0.902

0.946

0.921

ICRA5-250

NH

0.859

0.828

0.951

0.964

0.961

0.939

0.948

0.934

0.576

OLNOISE

HI

0.995

0.994

0.995

0.995

0.994

0.995

0.966

0.982

0.986

ICRA5-250

HI

0.967

0.961

0.983

0.985

0.986

0.982

0.980

0.978

0.110

Traffic2

NH

0.836

0.850

0.878

0.872

0.890

0.884

0.227

0.511

0.626

Party

NH

0.741

0.791

0.820

0.822

0.822

0.797

0.418

0.304

0.681

OLNOISE

NH

0.695

0.726

0.761

0.720

0.738

0.745

0.307

0.749

0.630

0.853

0.849

0.880

0.874

0.880

0.865

0.662

0.758

0.681

LEAP Model

Table 2: Correlation of LE model predictions and the average subjective listening effort from moderately hearing-impaired (HI) and
normal-hearing (NH) subjects. Correlation is reported for three baseline measures and for the proposed non-intrusive LEAP models
(gray shading) that have been exposed to a different number of noise types (column header, 3A/B: without/with background voices).

speech-shaped noise that matches the long-term spectrum of
OLSA (OLNOISE) with SNRs from -1 to 14 dB in 3 dB steps,
and secondly, airplane cabin noise with SNRs from -10 to 5 dB
in steps of 3 dB. The noisy speech files were processed by four
commercial hearing aids. These hearing aids were fitted to the
average hearing loss of 20 moderately HI listeners. The mean
pure tone average is 58 dB, the subjects were between 26 and
83 years old with a median of 71. Each test is conducted with
an activated and de-activated noise reduction program. The output signals were recorded at 44 kHz sampling frequency with an
ear simulator placed in an artificial head (KEMAR). To obtain
a similar long term spectrum and frequency responses from the
different hearing aids, the recordings were filtered individually
to only regard to the different noise reduction programs and presented via Sennheiser HDA200 headphones. The unaided subjects were tested with 96 generated test signals consisting of 6
SNRs × 4 hearing aids × 4 noise reduction settings [9].
Dataset 2: LE for this dataset was measured with a procedure that adaptively adjusts the SNR to cover the whole range of
the LE scale [17]. Two maskers were employed, i.e., OLNOISE
and ICRA5-250. The latter is a speech-simulating modulated
noise with pauses up to 250 ms [2]. The stimuli with 16 kHz
sampling frequency were presented over a loudspeaker in front
of the subjects to 15 normal-hearing subjects (age: 21-31 years,
avg. 24.6) and 15 hearing-impaired subjects (age: 50-78 years,
mean 67.9, average hearing loss measured at frequencies 0.5, 1,
2, and 4 kHz: 41.6 dB). Due to the adaptive adjustments, various SNR values were used.
Dataset 3: Three different noises were mixed with OLSA
sentences: OLNOISE, cocktail party and traffic noise with
SNRs ranging from -3 to 12 dB in steps of 3 dB. All signals had
a sampling rate of 16 kHz. 18 normal-hearing subjects were

tested. The subjects were between 19 and 49 years old with a
median age of 24 years. Each speech file was presented in four
conditions: processed by three single-microphone noise reduction algorithms [3, 5, 22] as well as the unprocessed condition.

4. Results
An overview of correlation coefficients between model output
and subjective LE is given in Table 2. Results with an even number of noise types are fully consistent with the data presented in
Table 2 and are not shown due to space limitations. The Pearson correlation (r) and the Spearman rank correlation (rs) are
computed from the LE-MOS from the LE experiments and the
corresponding prediction curve. The LE prediction curve is a
third order polynomial regression to take into account curvilinear relations between the MTD and the LE-MOS results as
proposed in [11].
On average, all LEAP models outperform the baseline systems with correlation coefficients from 0.849 to 0.880. A comparison of the two models exposed to three maskers (3A and
3B in Table 2) suggests that the specific selection of noise types
does not have a major influence on the predictive power of the
model on average (with correlation values of 0.853 and 0.849).
The following experiments with a larger number of maskers
were therefore performed by sequentially adding noise types
in the order shown in Table 1 and without considering different selections of noise types. Stable results are obtained across
all conditions, with relatively consistent correlations even for
individual listening situations. The lowest predictive power is
achieved for HI listeners and airplane noise (r = 0.61 on average), while the correlations for OLNOISE and the modulated
ICRA5-250 in Dataset 2 are consistently high (r > 0.915 on av-
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Figure 2: Relation between the DNN-based performance measure MTD from the LEAP 5 model and the average subjective listening
effort for three databases. The dashed line depicts the third order polynomial fitted curve derived from the data.
erage). The best average prediction is achieved when including
5 or 9 maskers (r = 0.880) in the training; detailed results for
the system with 5 noises are presented in Figure 2. This model
outperforms the baseline measures in all conditions with the exception of airplane noise. The figure shows that a high variance is obtained in airplane noise, as well as with OLNOISE in
experiments with signal enhancement (Dataset 1 for low MTD
values and Dataset 3), although all OLNOISE conditions also
achieve good correlations. On the other hand, variability of LE
predictions for NH and HI listeners for in other conditions is
small, especially for Dataset 2.

be applied to arbitrary acoustic signals. English phonemes that
do not occur in German (such as [T]) should remain unactivated
in the posteriorgram, at least for clean utterances, and therefore
not affect the MTD measure. German phonemes not present
in US English (e.g., [x] as in acht) would presumably activate
a small number of phonemes, which should reduce the MTD
value for clean speech and therefore its potential to differentiate between clean and degraded conditions. The good results
obtained with the current models indicate that the German and
English phoneme inventory are similar enough so that this effect might not play a major role for model predictions. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to investigate other language
pairs and language-matched models in future research.

5. Discussion
With the proposed non-intrusive LEAP model that is blind with
respect to speech and noise, we achieved good correlations with
subjective listening effort. Our results indicate that prediction
power does not strongly depend on the number of noise types
seen by the DNN since similar results were observed across
all trained models (which however peaked for 5 and 9 training masking signals). By using two sets of three very different
noises (leftmost results in Table 2), it was also shown that the
specific noise selection seems not to be critical for obtaining
correlations over 0.8. However, when using just one masker
for mismatched training, [11] reported an average correlation
of only 0.63, which is lower than the average value of all three
baseline measures. Therefore, it is important to expose the
model to at least some variability captured by a few maskers.
When using matched noises for training and model predictions,
very high correlations (0.96 on average) were obtained in earlier research [11]. However, the requirement of knowing the
noise type in advance and training a specific model for each new
condition appears as a strong model limitation which hinders its
application in real-life scenarios, which is alleviated for the current model at the cost of degrading the correlation by 0.08 on
average. While the model is trained with English speech (Wall
Street Journal Corpus), the evaluation is performed with German matrix sentences. The model does not require a decoding
with an HMM (and therefore no dictionary), i.e., it can easily

6. Summary
This paper explored the non-intrusive prediction of subjective
listening effort based on the output of a DNN-based phoneme
classifier. It is based on the assumption that degraded acoustic signals result in degraded phoneme posterior probabilities
which can be quantified with the mean temporal distance [6].
This LEAP model was first proposed in [12], but produced accurate predictions only when the noise type used in LE experiments was used during training of the model, i.e., a new model
training was required for each condition. We therefore created multi-condition training sets with independent noise types,
and gradually increased the number of maskers that our model
was exposed to. The best average correlations of r = 0.88
were obtained when using 5 and 9 maskers for training, respectively. However, the specific number of noise types was found
not to be crucial, since all systems produced correlations above
r = 0.849, which is higher than the output of related speech
quality models that served as baseline.
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